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 From: The first of its kind, a prototype wind farm which consists of 3 single axis wind turbines. The phase variation can be at
very different frequencies: In the off-design situation, a high torque is transferred to the load due to the changing frequency,

causing deviations in the electrical power flow.Category Archives: Metal As my first year of university comes to a close I would
like to thank my professors and most importantly my fellow classmates for the years of knowledge and insight. I’ve been given

some time to catch up on what’s been going on in the world of … Continue reading → While I’m trying to build my own
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reference of metal I would like to go through some of the most memorable albums I have been able to dive into. I’m not going to
put them in any particular order but the albums I have been … Continue reading → As I have posted in the past I have been
going through the Looking for Alaska LP and each week I’ve been looking forward to one of my professors teaching it and

having it go over again with some insight. I’m not going … Continue reading → As I have previously posted I have been going
through the Looking for Alaska LP and each week I’ve been going through it and listening to it. If you have not read the book or
read through some of the many insights that can be … Continue reading → Today I am posting a guest piece from my professor
– Nick Healy. If you are a fan of the book “Looking for Alaska” or any of the other works from the eye of John Green you will
get a lot out of this, so if … Continue reading → I have been asked to write a guest post on Overcast and I was hoping I would

have some time to read the book myself and write this post. I’m not going to read it cover to cover but I will be reading …
Continue reading → I have been going through the first quarter of the semester listening to the book “Looking for Alaska” and

trying to do my best to analyse and process the story and the other works that John Green has written. I have been trying …
Continue reading → As I have said in the past I have been going through the “Looking for Alaska” book by John Green and I
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